You are interested in the Turing Centre for Living Systems (CENTURI) and wish to join the Master of Science Computational and Mathematical Biology (CMB)...

Here’s how to proceed!

The method to apply is a bit different according to where you are from. So if you are...

Not from the EU but from 1 of the 68 countries of Campus France’s network

From France or a country located in the EU

From neither France, the EU or the 68 countries of the Campus France network

Not from the EU but from 1 of the 68 countries of Campus France’s network

From France or a country located in the EU

From neither France, the EU or the 68 countries of the Campus France network

Send an e-mail to info@centuri-livingsystems.org

Choose a major among the following

> Bioinformatics
> Applied mathematics, statistics
> Mathematics and applications

Please note that you have to pick the Computational and Mathematical Biology track when you select your MSc.

CENTURI is supported by